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1. INTROIWCTION 
For a number of years partial differential equations with delayed time 
argument have been studied. While some investigations are primarily 
concerned with establishing the basic existence theory for a general class ot 
equations others treat specific problems for special equations; selecting just a 
few, we refer to \I? 2, 12-14, 27-301 and [15,21 .I, respectively. 
When studying the papers on existence or, more generally, wellposedness 
of partial delay differential equations of the type 
y =f(u,), (PDDE) 
where f is an operator from some function space .F(----r, 0; Y) into the 
Banach space Y in which (PDDE) evolves, one is naturally led to the 
following observations. The action off on the function U, is split into two 
parts so that f(u,) = Bu(2) + Lu,. This gives the possibility of imposing 
conditions of a very different nature on the operators acting on the 
nondelaycd term and on the delayed term, respectively. If L is assumed to be 
a bounded operator, e.g., from the space of continuous functions into Y, then 
(PDDE) is well understood ([ 14, 29 1 ef al.) if B is the infinitesimal generator 
of a C,-semigroup on Y. It presents essential difficulties, however, to allow 
for unbounded operators acting on the delays. These are commonly met by 
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considering Y to be a Banach space that can be densely injected into a larger 
Banach space X. If, for example, B is the infinitesimal generator of an 
analytic scmigroup on X then Y could be chosen as the graph-norm subspace 
of X or a fractional power space of B. 
Several of the papers that we cited above as well as the present one use the 
theory of linear semigroups to study (PDDE). The theory of semigroups in a 
Banach space B is well known to be strongly linked to the abstract Cauchy 
problem in the same Banach space B 1261. However, (PDDE) is not an 
abstract Cauchy problem in this sense, since J.F(--T, 0; Y) + Y has a 
preimage space which is different from the image space, and semigroup 
theory is therefore not directly applicable to (PDDE). Two different routes 
have been followed in the literature to resolve this dichotomy and WC briefly 
describe them here. One may start with (P-DDE), solving it for u(.) by some 
appropriate means (see 128-30 1 among others). The obvious candidate for a 
solution semigroup in ,9-(--r, Of Y) associated with (PDDE) is t + u,. Before 
semigroup techniques are applicable one commonly has to characterize the 
infinitesimal generator of this semigroup, which obviously should bc related 
to J‘and the generator of the shift semigroup. Conversely, one may begin by 
assuming that solutions u(l) of (PDDE) exist and conjecturing the 
infinitesimal generator of t -+ u, (see 112, 13,201, or 133 ] for Y = IF?“, for 
example). Under certain conditions this operator will generate a semigroup 
T(t). To complete this approach one has to study the relationship between 
t .+ u, and T(r). 
It is the purpose of the present paper to exhibit necessary conditions onJ; 
and on the relation between J; Y and X, that are implied by assuming 
wellposedness of (PDDE). More precisely, assume that J is linear and 
(PDDE) is wellposed in a sense defined below. The solutions of (PDDE) will 
be seen to define a solution semigroup 7(e) in s 7(-r, 0; Y) whose 
infinitesimal generator A is characterized by imposing only very weak 
additional assumptions. Subsequently we exploit the Hille-Yosida theorem 
from linear semigroup theory to derive the consequences of the 
wellposedness assumption of (PDDE) on the operator f. This approach 
clarifies the usefulness of splitting the action off into two parts and reveals 
smoothness and closedness requirements that f has to satisfy in a spatial 
(Y-)sense as well as in the t-direction. (Note here that with some abuse of 
notation a typical right-hand side of (PDDE) is of the form f(u(t, x), 
u(t - 1, x)).) Moreover it is shown that the technique of working with two 
spaces Y and X as used in [30], for example, is essentially necessary if 
unbounded operators are allowed to act on the delayed arguments. As a side 
result we derive a resolvent equation associated with (PDDE) which should 
be interesting in its own right. The theoretical results are illustrated by 
several examples. The final section is devoted to a particular class of 
sufficient conditions guaranteeing the wellposedness of (PDDE). 
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As always in the theory of delay differential equations one has to make a. 
choice for the function space .$F(--Y, 0; Y). In this paper we consider the case 
Y x I,[‘(--.r. 0; Y). For Y = II?” this has proved to be a good choice for a slate 
space especially for control- and system-theoretical questions. 
This present investigation is influenced by a paper of Dclfour [ 101 in 
which the “largest class of ordinary delay differential equations” that 
generates a C,-semigroup on R” x LP(--r, 0; lk’) is characterized. In fact,, 
the necessary and sufficient condition is found to be that J is a continuous 
operator from M,“,P(-r, 0; 111”) to N”. Related results for neutral fuctional 
differential equations in H” are studied in 141. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let Y be a real Banach space with norm 1 I /. For --co < u < h < 00 and 
1 <p < 00 we denote by yP(a, b; Y) the linear space of functions 
p: (a, h) + Y such that iv(.)1 ” is integrable on (a, h). As usual L:‘(cl, Ir; Y) is 
the I3anach space of all equivalence classes cf, of functions q in VP(u, b: Yj 
with norrn / @lP :== (J’z I Q(s)/” d~)‘!~. The Banach space of all absolutely 
continuous functions p defined on (a, h) whose derivative is in L”(a, b; Y) is 
dcnotcd by kV’,“(n, b; Y). For function spaces defined on the interval 1. I-, 0 1, 
o,<r< a3, we shall abbreviate our notation and use L,” to denote 
L”-r, 0; Yj, for example. As usual we use y’(X,, X1) to denote the set ol 
continuous linear transformations from the Banach space X2 to the Banach 
space X2 and V(X,) .= !i”‘(X, ,.X,). 
The state space for our presentation will be 
z ::= Y x L”(-r, 0; u) with O<r< co, and l<p<Q9, 
with norm l(~7, v)l = (lr/” + /v!,$““. 
We use P, and P, to denote the canonical projections onto the first and 
second component of Z, respectively. By ,%“‘?I’ we denote the set 
{(q, q>): $1 E W’.“, rl = p(O)} endowed with the norm (/p(O)]” f /@I;)““” 
Clearly. %“.p is set theoretically a subset of %. ‘To avoid possible confusion, 
we shall use a subscript with a norm on specific occasions. Finally, as 
customary in the theory of functional differential equations we define for a 
function z: I----r, cz) -) Y, c( > 0 the maps 
z,: l----r3 01 --f Y by z,(s) = z(s + t) for 5~ I.-r, 01 and i E 10,~). 
Let Ji dom(,f) -t Y bc a linear map, where dom(S) c Y X %‘j’. Given 
(17, V) E Y x .5”p, we consider the Cauchy problem in 2’ given by 
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(2. * > 
u(O) = % U” = (p. 
Notice here that for the specific choice ofJ; 
f(q9 (D)=A,V + 2 AiP(-ri), 
i-l 
with Ai linear (not necessarily bounded) operators and 0 < rl < .a. < r,, the 
right-hand side of (2.1) would not be well defined on Z; examples of this 
type make it necessary to let dam(f) c Y X 9%‘“. 
A function U: I-r, co) + Y is called a (strong) solution of (2.1) if it 
satisfies 
(i) u E W’3p(0, T, Y) for each 1’> 0, 
(ii) u(0) = rj, u0 = q, 
(iii) (u(t), u,) E dam(j) f or almost all t > 0, u(t) is differentiable and 
satisfies (2.1) almost everywhere, 
(iv) if 6 is any other element in the class of functions @ EL” deter- 
mined by the element a, E ,!?“, then the function u’: I--r, co)+ I’ which 
coincides with 6 on I-r, 0) and with u on [0, co) also satisfies (iii). 
Condition (iv) permits one to associate a solution with initial data in Z 
rather than in Y x .Vp. We shall consequently cease to distinguish between 
functions a, in P and classes of functions @ in Lp and we denote a solution 
of (2.1) with initial datum (11, q) E Z by u(.; q, q), or simply u(a). Questions 
related to (iv) are discussed in great detail in I16 1 and the reader can quickly 
convince himself of the feasibility of including (iv) in the definition of strong 
solution by integrating (2. I). 
For the following discussion we denote by D c Z the set of all initial data 
(q, q) for which a strong solution u(.; ~1, q) of (2.1) exists. It will be assumed 
that (2.1) is wellposed, i.e., that the following assumption holds (compare 
119, P. 421). 
(Hl) The set D is a dense linear subset of Z. Moreover, the solutions 
depend continuously on the initial data in the sense that if (v,,, q,,) is a 
sequence in D that converges to (q, cp) E D, then the corresponding solutions 
u(t; ?I,~, q,,) converge to u(t; 9, q~) un$ormIy on bounded t-intervals. 
If (Hl) holds, we associate with (2.1) a family {T(l); I > 0) of operators 
mapping D into Z by 
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We collect some simple properties of F(1) in a lemma. Throughout this paper 
we use 11. I/ to denote operator norms. 
~-EhlMA 2.1. Let (HI) hold. Then 
(a) rF(0) -= T on D, 
(bj ‘F(t) D c: D for all f > 0, 
(cj T(t -t s) = f(l) F(s) on D.for all s, t > 0, 
(d) -T(t) is a lineur map on D for each t > 0. 
(e) the map t -+ f(t)(q, cp) is continuous jk each (v, (0) E D. 
(fj /I F(t)/1 is bounded on D un[firmly as I uries over bounded sets. 
Prooj: We only need to verify (f). since (a)-(c) follow trivially from the 
linearity off and (2.2). Assume that (f) is false. Then there exists a sequence 
of points t,, E IO, 7’1 and a sequence {x,,} c: D with /x,,/ == 1 and 
I ‘?(r,,j2,1i > n for all n. But then we have for y,, = n ‘x,, that lim 1 y,,/ q = 0 
and / 7’(l,)y,l > 1 which contradicts (Hl). 
By Lemma 2.1 F(t) is a densely defined bounded linear operator on D and 
hence it can be uniquely extended to a continuous linear operator r(t) on %. 
For (yl, p) E Z\D we may regard the function u given by u(t) = y(t) almost 
cvcrywhere on I+-, 0) and u(t) = P, T(t)(q. y) on 10, CD) as a generalized 
solution of (2. I). We shall refer to T(t) as the solution semigroup associated 
with (2.1). 
L,EMM:I 2.2. Assuming (Hl), the Jamily qf operators (T(t): T > O} is a 
C,,-semigroup on Z. 
ProaJ The proof is contained in 119, Chapter I I and hcrc wc only show 
how (HI) implies the C,,-property. Notice that by L,emma 2.1(f) the 
operators T(t) are uniformly bounded in bounded t-intervals. For (r, yj E D 
we clearly have lim,-,, T(f)(r, p) = (q, p). Thercfort: the Banach-Steinhaus 
lemma implies that T(f) converges strongly to the identity on % a.s f -+ 0. 
3. THE INFINITESIMAL GENERATQR 
In this section we study the infinitesimal generator of the solution 
semigroup T(t) that was introduced in the previous section and we assumt: 
throughout that (HI) holds. We will be able to completely characterize the 
generator and in doing so we derive a resolvent equation which might be 
intcrcsting for its own sake. We start by introducing some auxiliary tools. 
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Let S(l) denote the C,,-semigroup corresponding to the trivial equation in 
Z given by 
da) = o 
dt 
with (u(O), u,,) = (r, 9) E Z. It is easy to see that S(t) is given by 
where 
v(s) = rp(s> for almost every s E I-r, 0), 
=rl for s E 10, co). 
Moreover we have that I( S(t)ll < min(e’l”, (1 + r)““) for each f E 10, a). It 
follows from 116, Theorem 2.1) that for (v, q) E D the solution semigroup 
7(t) associated with (2.1) satisfies 
%)(rl, P> = W)(r, rp) t 1’ W - s> FW-)(r, w> & (3-J) 
0 
where WY, v)> = (Ar, ~1, 0). 1 n citing this result from 116 ] we allow for some 
unpreciseness due to the fact that f is defined on a subset of 
Y x .Ir(/“(--r, 0; Y) rather than on a subset of Z (compare the term “consistent 
selection” in 116 I), but this will not influence the subsequent development. 
Recall that the infinitesimal generator A of T(t) is defined by 
dam(A) = {z E Z: ,“y, (T(t)z - z)/t exists}, 
AZ = ,“y, l/t(T(t) z - z). 
The infinitesimal generator A, of S(l) is given by 1 161 
In [ 16 1 Y is assumed to be reflexive but this is not necessary for the charac- 
terization of A,. Unfortunatley we cannot calculate A from (3.1), since 
taking the limit t+ O+ in 
l/Q-(Qz -I)= I/t(S(t)z -z) -1 I/t jr S(l -- s)FZ-(s)z ds 
.O 
seems to necessitate strong additional assumptions on J: Nevertheless we 
have the following result. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. If (cp(O), rp) E D n W”~“(-r. 0; Y), ly (H 1) holds ~ar;d 
t/ 
d+u(O) 
-- =fcP@), PI> dt 
then (p(0). cp) E dam(A) and 
Proojl Let (q(O), q) satisfy the assumptions. Then we have IO verify thal 
-- ~.fk4Oh vo), @)I = 0. 
But (3.2) is equivalent to 
(32) 
and 
(3.3) 
lim 
h IO 1 
(i” 
. _. r 
/ I/~(u(s + h; q(O), V) - y(.s)j --- U~(S)/~’ ds) I”’ =-= 0. (3.4) 
Here (3.3) is satisfied by assumption whereas (3.4) is equivalent to 
and 
lim [ h 1 l/h(q$s + h) -- p(s)) - yi(s)l” ds = 0 
h ao-1 . _. r 
“” lim 
h -. 0 + J
1 I/h(u(s + h; p(O), p) - y(s)) -- qi(sji” dz = 01. 
_. h 
Since q~ E LJV’~(--Y, 0; Y) it follows 13, p. 154 1 that (3.5 j holds. Concerning 
(3.6) we have the estimate 
These last terms converge to 0 as h + Of which proves the claim. 
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Since T(t) is a C,,-semigroup, linear semigroup theory provides the 
existence of real numbers M > 1 and u such that 1) T(t)/1 < Meti’f. Remember 
that for A > 6~ and all z E 2 we have 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume that f restricted to domdf’) n 2%““~” is a closed 
linear opemtor from 7R’J’ to Y and that (HI) holds. Then we have for all 
z E D n V”p and all 1 > max(w, 0) the resolvent equation 
(A-A)-‘z=(d-A,) -‘z+(LA,)--+(&A)- ‘z. (3.7) 
Here and below we use the convention 1= 11, where this is appropriate. 
ProoJ We notice that the Laplace transform can be taken in (3.1) and 
we find 
(A -A)-’ z = (A -A,)-’ z + ,f: e A’ j: S(t - s) PT(s) z ds dt. (3.8) 
Next we turn to studying the convolution integral in (3.8). We note that 
s + S(t - s) PT(s) z is integrable from 10, t] -+ Z and therefore the special 
form of S(t) implies local integrability of S+ FT(s)z from 10, co+ Z. 
Since z E D n 5F”p, there exists an s* > 0, such that d’/ds l’(s’“) z exists 
and 
by Proposition 3.1. We use s* in the following estimate and get 
I 
ix? 
/e 
0 
dasFT(s) z I ds < f ’ 1 e ---lSFT(s) z 1 ds + 1’” / emmdLSFT(s) z I ds 
=f’e ~‘FT(a)~~ds+~~‘e~‘“~‘,~FT(s:s’)T(s)z~ds. 
0 s 1 
Here we used the well-known fact that Bochner integrability of s + /T(s) z 
implies Lebesque integrability of s + I IT(s) z I. Again employing 
Proposition 3.1 we find that for almost all s > s’~ we have 
IFT(s-,s”) T(s”)zl,< JAT(s-ss:“) T(s*)zJ, 
=/T(s-s4:)AT(s”)z),, 
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and thus 
We have therefore shown that the ma.pping 
t-+e .“FT(t) is in Lr(O. co; Y). (3.9‘1 
The change of variables r = t -- s implies that 
J ‘ma’ em A’ r S(t -- s) FT(s) z ds dt = fl’ e-*” _/]I S(7) FT(t .--.- 7) z dr dt. 0 .O ” 0 .I 
l3y Tonelli’s theorem [l 1, p. 1941 and (3.9) we ikd that 
z F(e--.“I’(s) z) ds dr. (3.10) 
Indeed, (3.9) is used here to verify that the iterated integral 
.m .‘O 
I I 
e --IT 1 S(z) F(e.. .“T(s) z)l ds d7 
. 0 . 0 
is finite. Finally, we want to interchange the inner integration and the 
operator F in the last expression. We note that J‘F k’(e ~~-‘J7’(s) z) ds exists as 
a Bochner integral in 2PJ’. Since F is a closed operator from 2’Vqp into z. 
we get 
provided the integral on the right-hand side exists as a Bochner imegral m 
7Vqp. Since T(s) z = (u(s; z), u,(.; z)) and since u(.) is locally Lipschitz 
continuous, it follows that s -+ T(s) z as a map from 10, co) -+ ‘%P”,” is in fact 
continuous. Moreover by the choice of s’~ and Proposition 3.1 WC get 
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which is easily seen to be finite when ,I > w. Summarizing we deduct from 
(3.8), (3.10) and (3.11) that 
(1-A). ‘z=(L-A,,) -‘z+(d-A,J’F(/Z--A) .‘z. 
which implies the claim. 
Two of the terms in the resolvent equation (3.7) arc defined and 
continuous on all of Z for ,I > max(O, w), and the question naturally arises 
whether (3.7) can be extended to all of Z. This question and the charac- 
terization of A will be dealt with in the following proposition. WC recall that 
I/ c dam(A) is called a core for A if ((s, Ax): x E V} is dense in the graph of 
A. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Assunre that Dn’W”‘” is dense in Z and thut J 
restricted to dom (f) n %Y’ JJ is a closed linear operator from W’yi’ to Y. 
Moreover let (Hl) hold and let /z > max(O, Q). Then 
(i) the set (I-A)~‘(Dn%“,JJ) is a core ,fbr ,4, dom(A)c 
(W’,” fl dam(J)) and A! = A,,z + Fz for z E (1 -A)- ‘(D f7 W1.p), 
(ii) for each z E Z, we have 
(LA)-‘z=(/Z--A,)--‘z+@--A,)-‘F(l-A) ‘z, (3.12) 
(iii) if in addition for some 1, > max(O, w) the map (q(O), ~7) -+ 
,f(q(O), cp) is injective on the set of Jitnctions ((a, ae-‘0’): (a, ae.“““) E 
dom(J’), a E Y), then dam(A) = dom(J’) n W”,” = dam(J) n dom(A “). 
ProoJ To verify (i) let 8 = (,I -A) .‘(D n ‘Z”‘,“). For z E R there is a 
,$VE DOp,-‘~P with z = (,I -A)-’ 1~. By (3.7) we have (A -A)- 1 *v= 
(3L - A,,)-‘(1 + F(L - A)-‘) IV and consequently z = (,I _- AC,)-’ 
(A -A + F) z. This implies that 
Az=Fz+A,z, for z E Z and Z’ c P”‘*” fI dom(,f). (3.13) 
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Moreover 
2 is dense in Z. (3.14) 
Indeed, given any x E Z and any c > 0 we can find y E dam(A) with 
Ix --“VI < c/2 and subsequently .5 E D n w”y” such that 1.Q -- Aq’ -.- 2”/ c 
~(3, .- cry)/‘. Here we used the density of D n 2T ‘I.!‘. For 2” = (,J .- A ) --’ P 
we get 
This proves density of K in Z. Finally, for f > 0, we find T(r) 8’ = 7’(r)@ -- 
/f)-‘(D n X”J’) = (1 .-. A). i T(f)(D n p’iJJ) c (1 A)- ‘(0 n fl’lJ)I=. 
i’, so that 
7Q)YCy’” (3.15; 
Note now that (3.13)-(3.15) are precisely the conditions for the core 
theorem 17, p. 8 1, which implies that 8 is a core for A. Next we define two 
operators .r~#’ and ..<9 in Z by 
dom(.,9) := dom(4,,) n dom(./‘), 
fpz = A (, z $- fi’z, 
and 
where by (3.13) .cu’ is well detincd. Again by (3.13) the operator ,199 is an 
extension of .d’. and it is moreover closed. For iet {(q1,,(0), qj,,)J. be a. 
sequence in dom(.:%) with (q,(O), y,,j -+ (y(O), p) and .:9(q1,,(0). cp,) -b (0, ye). 
with (0, v/) E Z. Then v,,(O) + (o(O) in Y, ip, --+ rp in L”, uj,, -) 3 in L.” by 
closedness of A,, and J(p,,(O), q,,) + 19. Since J is closed from x”‘*” to I; WC 
find (q(O), 9) E dom(J’) and f(q(O), up) = 0, so that ..9 is indeed closed.. 
Hence .9 is another closed extension of .&’ besides A and A c. ‘8 in Z X Z. 
This implies (i). 
As for (ii) we first recall that (A -4) ’ Z=dom(A) c dam(f) so that 
F(l ---A)-- ’ z is well defined for each z E 2. Since (,I --A)-’ and (,I ---/I,,) -’ 
are bounded linear operators. the result now follows trivially from (3.7) and 
density of D n %“‘,p. 
Finally, we turn to (iii) and show F“‘.!‘I? dom(J’) c dam@). Choose 
J’ E W’*9P f’l dam(f) arbitrarily. We will show presently that 
(2, --. 4). ‘(L,, -.- F - A,) JJ =JJ. (Note that this is not trivial unless 
-I’ E dam(4).) Assume that (,I,, -- A) ‘(,I,, --F --- A,,)J’ :=x. This implies 
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(I,, - 17 - A,)(y - x) = 0, where y -x E bN“‘p n dam(f) and it suffices to 
show (1, - F-A&IV(O), w) = 0 implies IV = 0, where IV E W13”. A simple 
calculation shows that w(s) = ea%v(0) and therefore &w(O) = 
f($v(O), e”&(O)). By assumption w(O) = 0 and consequently w = 0. By 
definition x E dam(A). But we just argued that y =x and therefore 
4’ E dam(A). This completes the proof. 
Remark 3.1. The characterization of the infinitesimal generator that was 
found in the last proposition is by no means surprising. Under various types 
of conditions on f it has been calculated before 117, 29-3 11, for instance. 
Although the conditions onfof these papers are not directly comparable to 
the closedness condition on f that is employed in the present study, we think 
that the latter allows for as much generality as can be expected. 
4. NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
When studying the literature on partial differential equations with delay, 
one can observe that generally f is assumed to be of the form 
f(t7, rp) = Z??j + QI, where L has in some sense “nice” properties with respect 
to B and where B is the infinitesimal generator of a C,,-semigroup on Y. To 
get a reasonable existence-uniqueness-continuous-dependence theory and to 
include unbounded terms in the delays it is generally necessary to allow for 
two Banach spaces Y and X, Y cX, where Y is endowed with a topology 
that is related to B (e.g., graph-norm, fractional powers norm of B, inter- 
polation spaces) and is stricter than the topology of X, see, for instance. [ 1, 
2, 14, 27,28, 301. 
In this section we shall use the operator A calculated in Proposition 3.3 
and exploit the Hille-Yosida theorem to derive necessary conditions on f and 
Y under the assumption that A generates a linear C,-semigroup. In particular 
we shall see that special methods like the choice of norms related to the 
right-hand side of the equation are essentially necessary if one wants to 
assure wellposedness of (2.1) in the sense that the associated operator A 
generates a linear C,-semigroup. 
Let us recall that A is the infinitesimal generator of a C,-semigroup on Z 
if and only if A is closed, densely defined and the resolvent exists for all real 
1 with 1 > coo, for some wg E R, and I\(1 --A) -‘II < M,/(l. - Q$ for 
n = 1, 2,... and some M,, > 1. The following hypothesis is assumed 
throughout this section: 
(H2) The operator A given /IJJ dam(A) = dom(A,)fl dam(f), and 
A (q(O), q) = F(q(O), cp) + A J&O), cp), generates a Co-semigroup T(t) on Z 
with /I T(t)11 < Mew’. 
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It will be convenient to calculate the resolvent of A. Given (8, IF) E Z WC 
hk for (sa(O),(o> such hat (A- A)(q(O), 9) = (0, ye), for 1 > o. After a short 
ca.lculation we find 
where 
p(S) = drp(0) + j” e+)y/(T) dT, 
s 
km = fsJ +f(E., $40) 
and 
(E,{ u)(s) = (a, e’lSu), 
(M,,x)(s) = (0, j: e.“$ “x(t) dr ) 
for s E j-r, 01, 
MA v!: 
for n E Y, 
for x E .I,“, 
((0, (0): (p E Wrql’, q(O) = O}. Note also that M,I ~1 =.= (,I -ii,,) ! (0, v), To 
abbreviate notation we let ~(O)(f?, w) = P, (A -- A )- ’ (0, rg) and q(0. w) = :
Pz(a ---A) ‘(19, I!). Finally, we introduce the notation .r’: to denote the 
restriction of,f to dom(J‘) f? ‘%“‘,“. 
LEMMA 4.1. If (H2) holds, then dom(.f”) = Z (2nd ,T is closed as w: 
operator from 2T’~f’ into Y. 
Proof: Since the proof of the first claim is trivial we immediately turn to 
verify closedness of r Let (q,,(O), v,~)- (q(O), o) in r’“,” and 
f”(p,(O), ip,)-.) z in Y. Then 4, -3 @ in L” and q,,(O)-+ q(O) in Y. Conse- 
quently h,(O), cn,) ---f (do), ~4 in Z and A(qn(0), 0,) -+ (z, @). Since rl is 
closed, (p(O), q) E dam(A) andflq(O), q) = z, which ends the proof. 
We recall here that f” was assumed to be closed from V”.p to Y in 
Propositions 3.2 and 3.3. Lemma 4.1 now justifies our calling this the 
weakest possible assumption for those results in Remark 3.2. We recall that. 
$o(O)(O, lp) = Pl(A ~--A)-‘@ I//). 
LPMMA 4.2. Assume that (H2) holds. Then 
(I) dam(f) I (E, q(O)(& 0): 0 E Y}, Jor /z > c~1, J. E II?, 
(ii) (A -fin)- ’ E .i/‘(Y) and ji(,l ---fl,,)--. ’ /I < M/(J, --’ ~1)). for /1, > 10, 
(iii) q(O)(tl, w) = q(O)(8, 0) + q(O)(O, w), JOY ;1 > w, and 
(iv) izI, is an isomorphism from Ll’ to W(,*J’ with 
ll~,‘I/ < (1 + /a/ f-/P1”‘), jiw a > 0. 
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Prooj: (i) is a direct consequence of (4.2) if we let v = 0. As for (ii) we 
recall that I(1 -’ A)-‘(8, v)i < M I(t9, v)l/(I - W) I. Again we put II/ = 0 in 
(4.2) and find I@ -fi,)-’ 191 < I@ -A) ‘(6’, O)l <M Itil/(n - o), which 
implies (ii). By linearity of (A -A)--’ and P, we find that (iii) holds for 
iz > w. Finally, (iv) follows easily, since (M.3)-’ cp = 1~ -- @. Moreover 
To deduce more information from (H2) we have to impose the following 
additional hypothesis onf. 
(H3) don-(./‘) = {E,, y(O)(O, w): a, E Lp 1, ,for 1 > cc). 
Notice that (H3) is satisfied if 
d0N.f) = {E.3,~K9: (Y(O), Y> E dom(A)L 
On the other hand (H3), together with Lemmas 4.2(i) and (iii), implies 
domU 2 ~~.l~P)(~~ w): (0, v/> E 4. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (H2) and (H3) hold. Then f restricted to ,?Fy,,” is a 
bounded linear operator from ?Viqp (with the ZV’q” topology) to Y. 
ProoJ Since WA*” is a closed linear subspace of ‘Wr’7”, Lemma 4.1 
implies that f’ restricted to ‘%‘i7J’ is a closed operator from ‘W$,” to Y. Next 
from (H3) and (4.2) with 6, = 0 it follows that 
so that $WI is necessarily defined on L p. By Lemma 4.2(iv) and the closed 
graph theorem the result follows. 
COROLLARY 4.1. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 4. I assume 
that f is of the form f(r, q) = Bq $- Lq, where B: dam(B) --+ Y, dam(B) c Y. 
Moreover assume that there exists E > 0 such that Lq = Lq,” where q” agrees 
with a, on I-r, --E I and has an arbitrary extension on (--E, 0 1, for all 
q E dom(.f). Then by Theorem 4.1 dam(L) =3 W”” and .L restricted to W’*” 
belongs to .i*‘( W’ qp, Y). 
Remark 4.1. The above analysis shows quite clearly the specific role 
that is played by the action off evaluated at the nondelayed as opposed to 
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the delayed terms. Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1 imply th.at it will in 
general not be possible to include unbounded (in the spatial sense) operators 
in the delay terms within the present framework. This will become more 
apparent from the following examples. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Ifl’(q, rp) = B,q + B, cp(-,--r), if t.he corresponding operator 
A generates a C,,-semigroup and if dom(B,) ~3 dom(B,). where dom(R,,) is a 
linear set, then 5, E P’(Y). Indeed, since dom(5,) 3 dom(B,) implies (H3). 
Theorem 4.1 is applicable and implies thatfrestricted to %Qi.” is bounded. If 
B, were not bounded, there would exist a sequence y,, E Y with 1 JJ,/ = 1 a.& 
lim, 1 B, y,,I = 00. Define the sequence ~7)~ in F’yJ7” by (Oq~7i?s), s E i---t’, 01. 
Clearly I y&,.,,,, = rlip, whereas I fly,, 1 = I’ I B, y, / + co as n ---b CO. Therefore A 
associated withf(q, cp) = B,q + B, y(--1’) cannot generate a C,,-semigroup on 
Z unless 5, is bounded on Y. If B, is a bounded operator, thcn.[rcstricted to 
V’,” will be a continuous operator to Y. Note however, that f rest.ricted to 
the set :Z?‘y).” endowed with the Z topology to Y is not continuous. 
EXAMPLI+ 4.2. rf J(v, o) = B,,q -t j’! r u(s) B, q(s) ds, with dom(B,)) (II 
dom B,, where dom(B,J is a linear set, if u is continuous in s, and if the 
corresponding operator A generates a C,,-semigroup, then 5, is necessarily 
bounded., The details of the verification arc quite simila.r to those in 
Example 4.1 and will not be included. 
We now take into account the fact that the part ofJ’that operates on the 
vector space Y plays a specific role and assume 
.l’(yl, Y) = BY -t -WI, Y) for (q o) E dom(.f’) (4.3) 
throughout the remainder of this section. Corollary 4.1 suggests to assume 
L E ,y(y “J, Y) and to study necessary conditions on 5. 
i’ROPOSI’I’TON 4.1. Let (H2) hold and assume that f is of rhe,form (4.3) 
with L E .:/‘(w’~“. Y). 7’hen 
ii) (A---B-M,) ’ exists for 1 > w and li(A .- B ---- LE., j.. ’ jj & 
M/p -- LO,), 
(ii) dam(B) is dense in Y and B is cfnsed, and 
(iii) there exists 1,) E IF such thut (A. - 5) ’ exists jbr ;i > A,, /i E II (, 
and II(A -. B) ’ 11 GM/@ -A,). In Ji7ct A,, can be chosen to he 
4, = II f, /I ~wA>nlax(o,o, (1 + A/‘(1 -- e-p*Z”)/(pA))“p M + u, where j/ 1, // 
denotes the norm qf the operator I. E ,,I/‘(Z’/“~p, V). 
hoc@ (i) is just a restatement of Lemma 4.2(ii) for this specific case. 
Since A is densely defined, dam(B) is necessarily dense in Y. Using the fact 
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that A is closed, the verification of (ii) is simple and is left to the reader. As 
for (iii) we first notice that for il > 0 and 4’ E Y, we have 
~ll~IIlYl ( ;; 
‘IP 
1 +--(I -e-p.ar) 
1 
< sup I>max(0,o,) IlLlIly/ (1 +$(I --p”“‘))l!p=:k_lYl. 
For ,J > w + Mk”, L E IH, we find that (L - B)-’ exists. Indeed, let 4’ E Y and 
solve for x in (J. - B) x = y. 
We can apply (i) of this lemma and a fixed point argument in 
x=--(/i-B-LLE~~)-‘LE,ax+(l-B-LE,J’y, (4.4) 
which implies the existence of a unique solution x of (A -B) x = ~7, for he 
specified range of 1. The bound on the norm of (A -’ B) ’ is found by a 
direct calculation using (4.4). 
Remark 4.2. Of course it would have been desirable to deduce from (H2) 
an estimate of the type II@ - B) “11 <M,/(L - UJ,)~, for n = 1, 2,..., which, 
together with Proposition 4.1, would imply that B is necessarily the 
infinitesimal generator of a C,-semigroup on Y. Our attempts to show such 
an estimate have been unsuccessful however: Although it is quite simple to 
characterize (A -A)-” in terms of B, L and A,, it does not seem likely that 
one can effectively use the estimate Il(L - A)-“11 <M/(1 - LL))’ to establish a 
similar bound for Il(L - B) ‘11. W e h ave also drawn attention to the fact that 
T(t) is a linear C,-semigroup and that we can therefore renorm the space 2 
in such a way that M = 1. It is not clear how such a renorming process 
affects the product space structure, and in particular the norm of Y. Finally, 
we recall that M = 1 is the exceptional case in the theory of delay differential 
equations. Even when Y is finite dimensional it is simple to construct 
examples such that M > 1. 
For a particular choice for L in (4.3) it is possible to make use of the 
bounds on (L --A) ” given by the Hille-Yosida theorem. We shall need the 
following technical result. 
LF.MMA 4.3. Let C he the inj%itesimal generator of a linear C,- 
semigroup V(t) and let g E W1-2(0, T, Y), jbr T > 0 arbitrary. Then jbr any 
x0 E dom( C) the jtinction u given by 
u(t) = V(t) x0 + 1’ V(t - s) g(s) ds 
0 
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is continuously d[fSerentiable, u(t) E dam(C) and du/dt = Cu(t) + g(t) 319 
every 1 E IO, T]; here du/dt(O) stands for du/dt(O’). 
Prouj: Since x0 E dam(C), d/dt V(t) x0 = CV(t) xi) = V(f) CX,,~ for I > 0. 
Let h(t) = j-i, V(z - s) g(s) ds. Then 
Wt) 
-z 
dt 
V(t) g(0) + \’ Y(s) jj(r -- s) ds, 
. 0 
as a consequence of the fact that g E W’*‘(O, I’: I’) and by 14, p” 154j. 
Further, by [24, p. 2961, h(t) E dam(C) and d/dt h(t) = Ch(t) + g(t) for a.lE 
I E [O, T]. This implies du(t)/dt = Cl V(I) x,~ + h(t) 1 -t g(t) = Cu(l) t g(t) for 
1 E (0, T]. The continuity or du/dt follows from dzl/dt = V(t) Cxo -t 
V’(r) g(0) -+- I’; V(t) g(t -- s) ds. 
hH’OSlTlON 4.2. Assume that (H2) holds and that f in (4.3) is of fhe 
,form 
where 0 < r, < . .. < rl = r. Bi E .V’(Yjfbr i = I,..., 1 and L E !k”(Z, Y). Then 
R,, b necessarily the generator of a linear C,-semigroup on Y. 
Proqf Let us define the operator A” in % by dam(x) = dam(A) = ((r, o): 
(a E W’*“(-r, 0; I’), ry = q(O) E dom(B,,)}, and z(v(O), rp) =-= (B,cp(O) -t 
CL 1 Bi&.ri), 4). S ince A” is a bounded perturbation of A and since A 
generates a linear C,-semigroup, it follows that ii it-self generates a lincar C, 
semigroup F(r) on %. We will show that a given by dam(j) r= dam(A) and 
A(o(0). lo) = (R,q(O). (i) generates a linear C,,-semigroup as well. 
First note that p(t) is a translation 125 ]; more precisely, if we dcfinc for 
some z E % the function y: i-r, 00) + Y by ~‘(1’) - (P’z)(I) for almost every 
i E /-“r, 0 ] and y(t) = P, F(Z) z for t > 0, then y! = P, 7’(t) z in L”. i > 0. Here 
Y,, P1 denote the projection onto the first and second component of Z, 
respectively. For z = (~1, ej) and t E 10, rl] we consider the function 
K E C(0, Y; ; Z) given by 
u(f) = (u,(t), u>(t)) = 77((t) z -t 1; -T(t - s) (--- ,‘$, .Rirp(s -- r,), 0) ds. (4.5; 
If we extend w, to I-r, 0) by u,(e) = ~(0) almost everywhere, then 
(K,)~ = u:(t) in L”(-.--r, 0; Y) for t E 10, r, 1. Indeed, taking the projection onto 
the first component in (4.5) we have 
U,(f) = P, F(z) z + [I P, F(r -s) (-- 
-0 
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Similarly, applying P, to (4.5) we find 
24*(t)=P*~(f)z+ 
[ 
fP&-s) (- L \‘T Biql(S - ri), 0 ds (a) 
0 j 1 ) 1 
Here we used 111, p. 1981. Using the fact that f(t) is a translation we find 
for almost every 6, E I- r, 01 that 
~,(t)(t)) = (Pz f(t) Z)(O) + 1: [ Pz f(t - S) (- $ Bi~(S - ri), 0) ] (0) ds 
i.- I 
= P, T(ct + 0) z + j; ’ H P, F(t -- s + 19) 
i 
- ?‘I Bpp(s - ri), 0) ds 
iY1 
for t -t- 8 > 0, 
= cp(t + e> for t+ 0 < 0. 
These calculations imply (u,), = u?(t) in L”(-r, 0; Y) for t E [0, r, I. We may 
now proceed stepwise with constant stepsize r, to establish the existence of a 
unique continuous function u(t) z = (u,(t; z), (u,(.; z)),) satisfying 
U(t)z=?(t)z+ [‘f(t-s) - i B,u,(.s-ri),O 
” (I i , 
for all t > 0. It is an easy exercise to verify that u(t) is a linear C,-semigroup 
on Z. Next we calculate the infinitesimal generator of U(t). Let 
(p(O), V) E dom (A) and t E 10. rl I. Then (4.5) can be expressed in the form 
u(t) = f(f)(@), v) + f T(t - s) g(s) ds, 
” 0 
where g(s) = -(xi!, B,q(s - I-~), 0) and g E W’J’(O, r, ; Y). By Lemma 4.3 
u is continuously differentiable on 10, r, ] and du/dc(f) =Ju(t) t g(t), in 
particular d/dt(O+) = a(q(O), q) = (L3,,~(0). 4) and therefore dam(A) c 
dam(A). Moreover we see that U(r) dam(A) c: dam(A) for t E [O, r, 1, and 
again proceeding stepwise this inclusion holds for all t > 0. Since B,, is 
closed in Y by Proposition 4.1 one can easily show that a restriced to 
dam(A) is closed in Z. Moreover dom(A^) is also dense in Z and the core 
theorem therefore implies that /i given by dam(a) = dom(A) and 
a(cp(O), q) = (R,q(O), 4) is the infinitesmal generator of the semigroup U(t). 
Let us fix constants M, and o, such that 1) U(t)ilz < M, e”l’. For 2. > 8, we 
solve for (y(O), w) E dom(a”) in (11, 0) = (A -n)“(w(O), VI), where rl E Y and 
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n = 1, 2,... . We find that ~(0) = (A- B,) n 11. But then \(A --. R,,) --‘I ~1~ < 
I(w(O), w)17 < M, j v I,,/(1 - w,) for all II = 1, 2,... . This estimate, together 
with the fact that R, is necessarily closed and densely defined by 
Proposition 4.1, allows one to apply the Hillc-Yosida theorem. This implies 
the result. 
To allow for the generality of unbounded (in the spatial sense) operators 
in the delays WC shall now introduce a second Banach space X such that 
(H4) Y is continuously and densely injected in X. 
In fact, one might think of X as the original space and of Y as the 
subspace of .X satisfying (H4). In the following results and subsequent 
examples the operators B and L will be thought of as operators from Y to X: 
respectively I’ x !pp(--r, 0; Y) to X; more precisely, we let dam(B) c Y, and 
dam(L) ..:.I ‘Z i,P(-r, 0; Y). We also need the operators l?’ and L’, given by 
dom(B’) = {y E Y:yE dam(R), By E Y}. 
B ‘y = By for y E dom(B”). 
mand 
dom(L ‘) = (z E %“‘3P(-r, 0; Y): Lz E Y}, 
L’z=Lz for z E dom(L ‘). 
To avoid possible confusion we recall that 
dam(A) = {(q, q): q E W’,“(---r, 0; Y), ?I = o(O), ~(0) E dam(B), 
(v(O), q) E dam(L) and Bq(O) +-l&,40), !n) E Y], 
A(v,(O), VI = bP(0) + Lwa v>, @I* 
Note that Bq(O) + L(q(O), cp) E Y requires more than (o(O) E dam(B) (.R is 
an operator from Y to X) and (o(O), o) E %“‘7”. Finally, we need the 
following technical assumption. 
(H5) There exists an 6 such that 
dom((;l -B)- ‘) 3 {LE.,p(O)(H, w): (0. v) E 2) for all A > 6, ;i. E I:!: 
This is not a strong assumption, and in many examples we in fact have 
(A .- ~ B) dam(B) = X for all sufficiently large il. 
Pl~OPOSIrITON 4.3. Let (H2) and (H4) hold, and assume that B. L. X 17nd 
Y are chosen as dejitzed above. Then 
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(i) dom(f3) is dense in Y and therefore in X, 
(ii) ifin addition there exists an E > 0 such that L(yl(O), 9) = Ofor all 
(p(O), 9) E dam(A) with y(s) = 0 for s E I-r, --cl, then BY is a closed 
operator in Y, and 
(iii) L ’ restricted to %‘i’“(-r, 0; Y) is u closed operator from 
W’,p(-r, 0; Y) to Y. 
ProoJ (i) and (ii) are simple consequences of the fact that A is closed 
and densely defined and of (H4); we may leave the details to the reader. As 
for (iii) let z, = (0, o,,) E dom(L ‘) and lim, z,, = z in W’/“~“(-r, 0; I’) and 
lim, L’z,, = u in Y. Then lim,, AZ, = lim,,(Lz,, $,) = (v, 6) and therefore, 
again by closedness of A, we have z E dom(L ‘) and Lz = v. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (H2), (H4) and (H5) hold and let (the restriction OS) 
L E .S!‘@Vf,“(-r, 0; Y), X). Then 
(i) dom((l - B) ‘) 3 Y and dom((l3. -- B)-‘) 3 (LM.,p: q~ E 
L”(-r, 0; Y)) for A > max(w, W), 
(ii) if in addition B: dam(B) +X is closed and (A -- .B) is injective for 
;1 > 6, then (A -B)--’ L E ,V(W$l’, Y) for A > max(Lo, I$, and 
(iii) if in addition I(A - B)-‘LE,p(0)(6’, ty)ly < k, Iq(O)(O, w)Iy for 
all (8, y) E Z and some k, independent of II > max( 1, G), then 
II@ - B) ’ LM II .I ~/(/.o(--r,o;Y),y) G k,l@ - ~1 and consequently 
Il(A -B)-’ Ll(y~~il,.~,v) < k, jbr some kz and k, independent of 
/z > max(o, 3, 1). 
Remark4.3. If one starts with an operator B” in X and then detines B, 
by dam(B) = {I’ E Y:y E dom B”}, Bx = B*x, then B is easily seen to be 
closed. This is one of the additional assumptions in Theorem 4.2(ii). Second, 
we point out that in view of (ii) the significance of the additional condition 
in (iii) is that k, is independent ofd. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Using (4.2) we find for I > o that 
h@)(fl, v) = 0 + Bv(O)(R ri/> + -WA cp(O)(R w> + MI v> 
Therefore 
in X. 
cp(O)(R vl> =Cl- B) ‘(0 + LE,t&N@, ul> +LM, v> in Y. (4.6) 
The last equation with I = 0 and B = 0, respectively, and (H5) imply (i) for 
,I > max(w, 6). To verify (ii) we note that (2 -B)-- ’ is closed from X to Y 
for A > (3. By assumption and by Lemma 4.2(iv) we have 
LM, E 9(LP(-r, 0; Y), X) and therefore (A -B) ’ LM,l is closed. From 
(4.6) it follows that dom(31 -B) ’ LM., II L”(-r, 0; Y) and the closed graph 
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theorem implies (12 - B) ’ LM., E !P’(f.“(-r, 0; Y), Y) for h > max(w, (2). 
Using Lemma 4.2(iv) once more we find (ii). As for (iii) we use (4.6) with 
19 = 0, and find (f - (2 --II)-’ LEuI) p(O)(O, w) = (A --- U) ’ LM,, v/ in Y. 
Therefore \(A - B)‘-’ LM., y 1 < (1 + k,) M / tyj,/(31 - QJ>. This concludes the 
proof. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Consider the equation 
G(t) = .---B,u(t) + L(u(t), u,), for t > 0, (/r.,‘?) 
where -.H,, : dom(8,) -+X, dom(B,) c X, is the intinitesima~ generator of an 
analytic semigroup IF(t) on X with 0 in the resolvent set of B,, and 
j/ ‘?(ct)\i,V < M,, for some M, E R. Then (see 126, pp. 78, 127 j) the fractionail 
powers BtF, 0 < rx < I, are well defined, (dom(B;), / ‘I,,) with /.L’/,, = ~B~;.& 
are Banach spaces, B,‘” E .y(X) and dom(R;‘) CI clom(Bi:) for cr > b > 0. We 
assume that the emtimate I/ B;‘?‘(t)11 < C,.I ue‘ “’ holds. for constants Cfi 
and d > 0. Sufficient conditions which guarantee this esti,mate can be found 
in 126, Chapter 2 1. We choose Y = (dom(B;f)5 /. I,,). Let ~1 E X and il. > 0. 
Then it follows that 
where C,, = C,t(n/sin ~a)( l/I“(u)) and I’ denotes the Gamma function. This 
last estimate implies 
II@ + U”) ’ /Iy(x,)‘) < i:,,(n -I- d),’ i 1 (4.8) 
The operator L: %P”yp (-9, 0; Y) --+ X is assumed to satisfy 
I -WP(O)~ v>lx <k, SW lu+)l~ (4.9) 
YEI ,‘,‘I] 
for some k, E II? and all q E W’*“(-r, 0; Y). As introduced before we let 
B: dam(B)-+ X denote the operator with &m(R) == dom(B,) c Y and 
Bx =: B,,x for x E dam(B). 
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Since B,” E .V(X) the graph-norm of B;f: is equivalent to the 1. I,I-norm. 
This implies (H4). Moreover (,I + B) dam(B) = X and (1 f B) is injective for 
,I > 0; in particular (H5) is satisfied. According to Remark 4.3 the operator 
B is also closed. It is now simple to verify that the necessary conditions that 
were derived in Proposition 4.3 hold. Using (4.8) it is also simple to check 
the necessary conditions in Theorems 4.2(i) and (ii) and we turn to inspect 
what type of condition (H2) and consequently Theorem 4.2(iii) implies. First 
let z, E Y be arbitrary. Then for /1> 0 we have 
for some K independent ofl. 
We may now inspect the necessary condition (iii): Let a, E LP(-r, 0; Y) 
and 1, > 0, then 
where l/p + l/y = 1. 
Summarizing the above discussion we can say that a class of delay 
equations which may contain spatially unbounded terms in the delays was 
exhibited for which all necessary conditions on L, B and Y are satisfied such 
that for all pairs w and p (see (4.10)) with (x + l/p < 1 the associated 
operator A is the infinitesimal generator of a C,-semigroup 7’(l) on Z. Here it 
is appropriate to remind the reader that the Hiilder inequality used in the last 
estimate is actually an equality for certain choices of p, so that the estimate 
on II@ + w-’ ~~AllPcL~J~-~ “.Y,,Y, is in some sense sharp. We have also given 
attention to the possibjlity of replacing (4.9) by IL(q(O), p)lx < 
k, IMO), ~))IP-L,+ r,o;y) ; in this case, however, we could not derive an 
estimate analogous to (4.10) and condition (iii) of Theorem 4.2 does not 
seem to be true. With (4.9) holding it was shown in 1301 that the solutions of 
(4.7) actually generate a C,-semigroup with .Y(--T, 0; Y) chosen as 
C(--r, 0; Y). 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Consider again the equation 
4t> = 4,4) + UuO), u,), I> 0, 
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where B,,: dom(B,) --$ X, dom(l3,) c X, is the infinitesimal generator of au 
analyic semigroup L?(l) on X satisfying 11 ?(t)l\,V < M, and I/ B,, Lf’(t$ < M,/t 
for M,, M, > 1 and t > 0. For 8 E (0, 1) and q E [ 1, co) let D,o(O, 4) denote 
the interpolation space between dom(.R,,) and X defined by 
D,#Aq)= xEX: ( (t’-“l8,,~(t)xl,)“$I< 031 
i 
,.ils 
‘II \’ 
equipped with the norm 
For properties of D,(,J8, q) WC refer to 15, especially Theorem 3.5,3 ] and 
16,271. In particular, DnO(tl, q) is a l3anach space and we have 
dom(B,,) c D,j,(O, q) cX, the canoncial injections being continuous and 
dense; here dom(B,,) is endowed with the graph-norm. Let Y be 
b%,Jflq 4, I . lI~,,o(o.,J~ and assume that the operator L: ‘?Z “.D(-~q 0: Y) --+ X 
satisfies 
for some k, E Fi and all w E WI.“--r, 0; I’). B is defined from 8,, as in the 
previous examples. Again it is simple to see that (114) and (H5) hold. 
Moreover, the necessary conditions of Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 4.2(i), 
(ii) are satisfied. Before we verify (iii) of Theorem 4.2 we give an estimate 
analogous to (4.8) in the case of fractional power spaces. Recall that the 
restriction of f(r) to Y is also a C,,-semigroup with (/ ?(f=(t)i\lP,V, < h4, for 1’ > I? 
and M, = c max(M,, M,), for some constant c independent of ?(tr)~ 
Moreover /I ?(l)ll, dJcxTv) < M,(l + I/Z)” for 1 > 0; both these estimates which 
are proved in (271 are consequences of the interpolation property of 
D1l,,(O, p). I.et u E X and A > 1. Then 
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and therefore 
for some k, independent of ,I > 1. Further, I@ -- B)-’ LE., v Iv < k, k, /v Iy, so 
that Theorem 4.2(iii) is applicable. Let y E LP(-r, 0; Y) and 3, > 1, then 
with l/p + I/q = 1. From the above discussion we conclude that for pairs of 
0 and p with 8 + I/p < 1 all the necessary conditions for A to generate a C,,- 
semigroup are satisfied. Analogous to the case of fractional power spaces f. 
may contain unbounded terms acting on the delays. The essential property 
which is satisfied by B,, X and Y and which allows for this generality arc 
the estimates (4.8) and (4.8”). respectively. 
Before we discuss the next example we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let C be the infirtitesimal generator qf’ a linear C,,- 
semigroup CJ(t) with 11 U(t)11 < Me”“. I! further C is an unbounded operator, 
then 
1 < I[ C(,, - C) -- ’ 11 < 1 + AM/(/i - w), 
jbr 1 E (max(o, oj, a). 
Prooj: The estimate from above is well known and follows directly from 
C(/z - C) -’ =,I(1 -.- C)-’ -1. We turn to verify the lower bound. If 
((C(A - C)-‘(I -c 1 for some ,I > max(O, cu), then (I + C(A - C) -‘) ’ exists 
as a bounded linear operator. But (I + C(i - C) -‘>- ’ = ,I ‘(I - C) on 
dam(C). Thus the densely defined operator (A - C) has a continuous 
extension to the whole space which leads to a contradiction to the unboun- 
dedness of C. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. We now analyze the equation 
G(t) = B,u(t) + B,,u(t - l), for t>O, (4.11) 
where 5, : dom(B,,) -+ X, dom(5,) c X, is the infinitesimal generator of a C,- 
semigroup e’~~‘. Moreover it is assumed that 5,, is unbounded and that 
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/I drqX < M, P”, with M, > 0, U, > 0. In light of Theorem 4..L and 
Example 4.1 it cannot be expected that the operator A associated with (4. I 1) 
generates a semigroup in the space X x L”(--I, 0; X) and we therefore need 
to choose a space Y c X such that L: ‘W“‘sp(---lT 0; Yj -+ X, given by 
ww): 9) = Z-Q- 1) IS continuous. An obvious choice seems to be 
Y = (dom(B,,), /. I,), 
where 1. Ic denotes the graph norm of B,, and B: domjl3) -+ X stands for the 
operator with dam(R) = dom(B,) = Y and Bx -= B,,x. Clearly Z-. and Z? are 
bounded linear operators. Moreover BY which was defined below (l-14) is the 
infinitesimal generator of a C,-scmigroup on Y 132, p. 103 1. It is trivial to 
see that (H4), (H5) and the necessary conditions of Proposition 4.3 hold. 
Moreover dom(L -~ Z?) ’ Y = X for A. > (I), and it is straightforward to check 
the remaining condition (ii) of Theorem 4.2. We now turn to (iii) ok 
Theorem 4.2 and lind that i(,I ----R) ’ Z.K~,v(, < (1 -+ kV,/(I --- cl>,j) jr!l,. fat 
all u E Y and L > w, . 
On the other hand 
(4.13) 
Estimates (4.12) and (4.13) imply that there cannot exist constants tc) and ki 
such that Il(n -R)-’ Z,M,II,( ,,,,,- ,.D:y,.y, < k3/(d .- III), for all I. suffkientiy 
large and with 1 <p < GO, and consequently A associated with (4.11) wilE 
not generate a C,,-semigroup on Z! A similar negative result for the specia.l 
case B, =d with Dirichlet boundary conditions in the space 
Y x L’(--.-I, 0; Y), Y = Z,‘(O. I; IF?), was already pointed out in 1201. 
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EXAMPLE 4.6. Employing the notation of the previous example we.now 
consider 
.(I 
C(t) = B,, u(r) + 1 B,, u(t + s) ds. (4.14) 
‘-1 
Here L&(O), Y> = j”-, Boy(s) ds. 
Many of the details for checking the necessary conditions of 
Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 4.2 are very similar to the previous example 
and we immediately turn to (iii) of Theorem 4.2. For q E .L”(-1, 0; Y) and 
1 > o, we have the estimate 
?I) .n 
+ B,,(l --B,) -’ ! J -, se. “,’ -“‘Boy(r) dt ds .Y 
In this case, therefore, all the necessary conditions of Theorem 4.2 for A 
associated with (4.14) to generate a C,-semigroup on Z are fulfilled. 
Remark 4.4. Let us briefly consider Examples 4.3-4.6 from the point of 
view of the order of spatial unboundedness of the operators that act on the 
delay terms. If these are of lower order than the operators acting on the 
nondelayed terms, then the choice of fractional power spaces or of inter- 
polation spaces is a useful one for studying (2.1); this was discussed in 
Example 4.3 and 4.4. The situation is very different if the action on the delay 
terms is of the same order of spatial unboundedness as that on the 
nondelayed terms. In the case of a discrete delay term as in Example 4.5 we 
could show that the necessary conditions for the C,-property of the 
associated semigroup are not satisfied in L/‘-spaces, p < co. On the other 
hand, for distributed (or Volterra type) delay terms, it is simple to find 
examples where all the necessary conditions are fulfilled (c.f. Example 4.6). 
For sufficient conditions guaranteeing that equations with operators acting 
on the delay terms, which are of the same order of spatial unboundedness as 
those acting on the non-delayed terms, generate a C,,-semigroup in a more 
restricted state space, we refer to 12, 8, 9J and the last section of this paper. 
5. %ME REMARKS CONCERNING SUFFICII:NT CONI~ITIONS 
The examples in the previous section were chosen to demonstrate the 
implications of the necessary conditions on the choice of the state space and 
on the order of spatial unboundedness of the operators appearing on the 
right-hand side of the equation. It was already pointed out in Remark 4.2 
that there is little hope to fully characterize the class of delay equations thar 
generate a C,-semigroup on Y x fdp(-r, 0: Y) if Y is an infinite dimensional 
space. 
In [his section WC describe a new wcllposedncss result for delay equations. 
Its present form is an improvement over an earlier version and is due to a 
suggestion of the referee who pointed out the results in ) 6 j. in the meantime 
the same approach has led to a wellposcdness theorem associated with 
(PDDE) 18) but in a state space that. is different from the one which ia 
employed below. Our argument here is based on 18 1~ The primary concern is 
to allow for L to be as general in the l-direction as suggested by Ihc 
necessary conditions, i.c., to admit I, E .P”(Z “,“(-I-. 0; X). X); colnpare 
Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1. For technical reasons we have to take X here 
instead ol‘ Y which was chosen in the results that WC just cited !i-om 
Section 4. The approach that is taken allows us to include spatially 
unbounded terms satisfying L E P’(Y x L”(---r, 0; Y), X), Y c X. Ihve~~er, 
we shall need to restrict ourselves to the case ,p = 2 and X a Hilbcrt space. 
Let us assume that B satisfies the same conditions as B,, in Exampie 4.4: 
(Hb) 5 generates m analytic semigroup .“’ f (t, OS1 x such that 
11 fan,, < M, and llBf(t)(l,y < Rdz/t.filr cmstaizis M, , Mz 2 1. 
Wc shall make use of the interpolation space LI,({. 2) that was dcfineti 
there and further we put Y = dam(B) endowed with its graph--norm. 
For ---m < a < 1) < al we let PTL(a, b) =. {co / i:, E f.‘(a. h: k’)., 
qj E L’(a, 0: X)1, which is well known to be a HiPbert space when endowed 
with the norm 
-J$g = Ru(r) -t L(U,), 
U(, = q? E w’.L. 
for ! > O., 
We recall that if a, E @“.‘(a,/>) then q~ E C(cz, h: fI,<(f, 2)) [ 22, p. 19 I. Thik 
implies that we may discontinue to use two cotnponents to describe a well 
posed initial value problem and it will be seen that @“,? is an appropriatr 
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state space 
L E ,97(@7L’ 
for the delay equation (5.1). We will assume that 
, A’). This allows operators L of the form 
Lp= f a(s) C/I(S) ds + j” b(s) C/~(S) ds. 
-r r 
where a E L2(-r, 0; I/(‘( Y, X)) and h E L ‘(-r, 0; V(X)). 
THEOKEM 5.1. Let B sati~fj~ (H6) and let L E i/‘( 6”32, X), where X is CI 
Hilbert space. Then (5. I ) has u unique strong solution u = u(. ; w) for each 
c/Y E bP’,2. Moreover u(.; ~7) E @‘.2(--r, T) Ji)r euch T> 0 and t + u,(e; cp) 
deJ?nes a linear C,-semigroup T(t) on ti’v2. In particular 
I/ T(~)ll~(~,,~) <M*e”*[fir M” > I and cozk E II?. 
Before WC give the proof of this result we collect some results from 
122, 231 in a form which is suitable for our discussion. 
LEMMA 5.1. UB satisfies (H6) in the Hilbert space X, iff E L’(O. 7’; X), 
T> 0, and x E Du(i, 2), then there exists a unique Jitnction 
u = u(.; x) E bV”‘(O, T) salisJjing 
u’=Au tJ in L’(0, CX), 
and u(O) = x. Moreover there exists a constant C depending on T, such that 
l4*; -4,wm,7~l G wl,.w,l.:x) + lfcIT,,,~,;?,1,). 
The proof of this lemma follows from a maximal regularity result and the 
tract theorem 123, p. 22 ] and 122, p. 23 ]. The hypotheses for the first of the 
two rcferenccs are in fact satisfied by (H6) and 126, p. 611. 
Proof qf Theorem 5.1. WC shall first verify the existence-uniqueness 
assertion. Let T > 0 with fl > l/(K), where I= ]]LI]uc+.z.X, and C is 
defined in Lemma 5.1. We put 
Wf = {v: v E W2(0, T), u(0) - $9(O)}. 
W: is a closed subspace of fi/‘q’(O, 7’). For u E 14’; we let 
~l,(t> = m 
= v(t) 
Consider the family of equations 
Wt) 
for t E [-r, 0). 
for tE [0, 7’1. 
- = Bu(t) + rJ(ZJ,,,),, 
dt 
u(O) = e-w. 
for t E (0, 7’1, 
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Since la E .Y’(kV’~‘, X) the function t -+ L(v,), from 10, 7’1 to X is continuous. 
We mav apply Lemma 5.1 and deduce that there exists a unique solution 
u,, E Ff”.‘(O, T) of (5.4) given by 
U,.(f) = f(f) q(O) + [’ f(f - s) L((c,,,),) ri.s. 
” (I 
Next we define the operator V to be 
Clearly Y leaves W: invariant. For c’, u2 in IV,* Lemma 5.1 implies the 
estimate 
Since C! d’/‘r ( 1, there exists a unique fixed point u = u(.; v) in WT which. 
extended to I-r, 01 by 9, is the unique strong solution of (5.1) on j-.--r, :I;/. 
Notice also that an estimate similar to the previous one implie*; 
I u( .; fp)j ,ti, ,,:,,. rJ < (1 - Cl fl’) ’ / (0 1 cp,. ?. In particular we have 
ju,(.; ~)/,c,,~ ,< (1 .-- Cl fl)-’ /(P/~;~,.~. A step by step argument irnmcdialely 
implies global existence of a unique soh.Aon u(.: (o) of (5.1) and tbar. 
1 b u,(.; q) defines a semigroup of bounded linear operators on @‘.‘. 
Finally, the map l--+ m,(.; 9) from 1.0, co) to I#‘*’ is continuous as a comic-- 
quence of’ the continuity of the shift-operator along L’-functions. Therefonc 
I’-+ zi!(.; v) is a C,-semigroup and the last assertion in the statement of the 
theorem follows directly from this fact. 
Ren1cnrlt 5.1. We call the reader’s attention to the fact that the prcviou!; 
l.hcorem can be extended to equations of the type 
111 
G(f) = l3u(r) + L(u,) i- \‘ Fiti(f -- Ti). 
i 1 
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where 0 < t-, < . . . < r,!, < Y, Fi E Y(X) and L E P( I@13’, X). Therefore a 
wide class of neutral functional differential equations is covered as well. 
Remark 5.2. A detailed study of the use of interpolation space methods 
for a general linear theory of partial delay differential equations is currently 
under preparation (9 J. 
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